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How many times have you ordered a small item from Amazon, only to arrive in a box way bigger than necessary? The online shopping giant is well aware of the problem and its impact on the environment, and has taken steps to try to get suppliers to package their products in a way that creates less waste. To promote good practice, it's
even been paying retailers $1 for each package they send out that's reusable, and it doesn't require an Amazon overbox, CNN reported recently. But from this week, that incentive turns into a fine, with some sellers facing a $2 penalty charge for each package that doesn't comply. The packaging conundrance is considered such a serious
problem by Amazon that it created a Customer Packaging Experience team - currently comprising 85 people - in order to improve how Amazon and its sellers ship goods. Lead Kim Houchens says her team is constantly wondering, What is the right design to ensure a product arrives unbroken, in the least wasteful package possible? If
you hadn't noticed, Amazon has become a gigantic, global operation since the company launched in 1994. This means that creating the most efficient packaging designs for its fulfillment centers, as well as getting its sellers around the world to properly package goods, will take some time. But its latest move to start handing out fines to
some sellers for bad packaging reveals a serious change of gear as Amazon works to rectify things. The ecommerce company also has a Frustration-free Packaging program that works with sellers to help them improve the way they box their goods before they are shipped on their way to delivery. At its own fulfillment centers, the
company introduced a packaging feedback button that allows workers to bring attention to a product that they believe may be able to ship without additional packaging. If they see such a package, the worker simply presses the button to send a message directly to the customer packaging experience team. The team then tests the product
to confirm whether it has enough protection to transmit as it is. If the product gets the green light, a new Frustration-Free package can be added to the growing list of items. Commenting on the system last year, Amazon's Nikki Haven said the company's workers have a keen understanding of product packaging - they each pack thousands
of products every day. Now that we have an easy way to make recommendations, we can work together to reduce packaging waste and improve the experiences of millions of customers. Editors' recommendations Home Tools, Gear &amp; Equipment Tools &amp; Supplies ToolboxesFor the DIY fanatic, no project is complete without an
addition to their toolbox. Here are 30 Amazon bestsellers under $30.Every editorial product is independently selected, though we may be compensated or receive an affiliate commission if you buy something through our 1/31 For DIY fanatic, a new tool or gadget makes the best gift, so here's is 30 bestsellers under $30. 6/31 via
amazon.comIt seems like every time we need to boil eggs, we are quickly doing a Google search on the best methods. Skip the hassle of an inventive kitchen tool: Chefman Electric Egg Cooker. This baby can perfectly boil, creep or steam up to six eggs in minutes! And don't worry about the clean-up – the lid and cooking trays are
dishwasher safe. Shop Now 7/31 amazon.comNow you can groom your pets at home. Thousands of Amazon reviewers say GoPets The Formatting Comb helps give their cats a purr-fect brushing without hurting them. The abundant teeth and stainless steel blades of the comb are sharp enough to make pulling unnecessary, and an
ergonomic handle also makes the task painless for you. Right now it's time to get one. Shop Now 8/31 via AmazonThanksgiving is around the corner, and whether you're roasting your first or fiftieth turkey, you'll be grateful for a meat thermometer. This one has all the bells and whistles, too, including a hands-free screen with a large digital
LCD screen that displays food temperatures. This meat thermometer is also a handy barbecue tool. Shop Now 10/31 via amazon.comNo one wants to eat anything from a fridge that smells weird. This egg-shaped deodorizer is made with diatomit (a type of stone that regulates moisture) and activated charcoal (which absorbs odor). Go
ahead and use it in cupboards, drawers or near shoe racks, too! Shop Now 11/31 via amazon.comIf you're an avid DIYer, this snowflake-shaped multi-tool is right up your alley. It can be used instead of 15 tools, including a Phillips screwdriver, flathead screwdriver, box cutter and opener. Plus it's compact enough to slip into your tool bag,
purse, backpack and more for easy tool storage! Shop Now 12/31 AmazonCrumbs, dust and eraser chips are ugly, annoying and messy, so you definitely need to clean up often. This ladybug desk vacuum makes cleaning your desk easy. It's light, compact, well built, quiet and cute! Shop Now 13/31 via amazon.comMade from BPA-free
plastic, this quirky eggshell peeler eliminates boring work peeling shells out of hard-boiled eggs. You can even use the leaf to crack raw eggs! Another useful egg tip: When painting small projects on a workbench, place a few empty egg cartons on the head under the workpiece. Shop Now 14/31 via amazon.comDisgusting critters crawling
around your home can ruin your entire day as you try to avoid them, find someone to catch them or struggle to do the job yourself! This insect catcher is your best chance to safely catch and remove spiders, scorpions, crickets and more from a safe distance. Limit the fault with the soft bristles, then pull the trigger to pick it up. Shop Now
15/31 via amazon.comN reach to the coffee table is just too inconvenient, CouchCoaster comes to the rescue. It also prevents accidental furniture spills, you are one of those people who tempts fate by balancing your coffee cup on the arm of Plus, it's a big space-saver in small rooms. Shop Now 16/31 via amazon.comThis car cleaning
glove makes it easy to clean places traditional scrubbers and brushes can't reach. One side has microfiber cloth that is great for dusting and building a soapy foam when you wash your car. The second is made of a smooth, heavy material to scrub away stubborn dirt. Shop Now 18/31 via amazon.comIlluminating your toilet probably isn't
one of your top priorities. But when you stumble around in the middle of the night, this quirky night light really comes in handy. It's easier for your eyes than turning on the lights in the bathroom, and you can set it on carousel mode so it rotates through all 16 of its colors! Best part? It only turns on when someone enters the bathroom,
thanks to the built-in motion sensor. Shop Now 19/31 via amazon.comThis slightly scary-looking, as-set-on TV product makes cleaning your microwave easy! Here's how it works: Fill it with water and vinegar, microwave it for seven minutes, and the hardened gunk in the microwave loosens up! So wipe with a clean cloth or paper towel
and thank Angry Mama for doing such a great job! Shop Now 21/31 via amazon.comIf you are intrigued by less is more mentality, consider downsizing the number of gadgets in your kitchen with this multi-function tool. It is a combination spatula, fork, seaweed, toothed seaweed and launch controls to remove food from the fork. Cooking a
good meal doesn't require plenty of time when you keep these nifty gadgets on hand. Shop Now 22/31 via amazon.comKep your fingers and palms safely from slices and sticks when you wash your knives with this odd but effective blade brush. It is equipped with a structured grip, greatly reducing the chance of your fingers coming into
contact with the blade. Meanwhile, the strong bristles ensure a first-class clean. This home product is less than $30, making it an affordable and convenient gift. Shop Now 23/31 via amazon.comIf you're tired of grating knuckleen instead of the cheese, or cutting off a chunk of your fingernail when carving fruit, it's time to invest in these
gloves. Odd but useful, they allow you to handle your cheese grater, knives and mandolin cold cuts without needing a bandage nearby. The gloves are made of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene, fiberglass and Spandex, and are designed to withstand cuts from even the sharpest wings. Shop Now 27/31 Amazon.comSpecifically
designed to tackle the toughest impact driving tasks, this 40-piece set is perfect for the serious DIY enthusiast. It delivers fast torque bursts to loosen stubborn screws while reducing wobble for more precise driving. And its magnetic system means fewer lost screws! With bits and tips of different sizes, you will run screws more accurately
than ever. Shop Now 28 / 31 via amazon.comPocket tools do not come better than traditional 58mm Swiss army knife. It includes a 1-1/4-in. blade, nail file, screwdriver, scissors, keychain, tweezers and toothpick toothpick everything you need on a hike or camping trip. Cleverly designed to slip into your pocket, this knife also boasts an
eye-catching design like the final flourish. It comes with a lifetime guarantee. Shop Now 30/31 via Amazon Got Pet Smells? Not sure where they come from? This UV flashlight is the answer. With 51 UV LEDs (30 percent more than similar detectors), this smart flashlight will highlight dried pet urine so you can spot clean with confidence
rather than shampoo your entire carpet. It will also detect scorpions and bed bugs, display UV stamps on currency and official documents, and even dry your nail polish! Shop Now 31/31 Amazon If you're looking for a flawless sanded finish to your woodworking projects, look no further than this five-inch orbital grinder. The random orbital
action ensures that it removes excess wood quickly, leaving a silky finish. The discs are changed using a simple hoop-and-loop system and the switch is sealed to keep it free of dust and dirt. Shop Now Originally published: November 19, 2019 2019
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